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Abstract
We prove that the one-rule string rewriting system 1010! 010110 is normalizing, i.e. admits
for every string a reduction to normal form, but non-terminating, i.e. there are innite reductions
as well. Moreover, we prove that this is the smallest such system. Whereas 1010! 010110
is rightmost terminating, i.e. no innite rightmost reductions exist, the normalizing system
12013! 0160 is neither leftmost terminating nor rightmost terminating. In the discourse, we
introduce a few methods to prove or disprove normalization for non-terminating string rewriting
systems. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
String rewriting systems (SRSs, also called semi-Thue systems) are an attractive
model for computation and reasoning in nitely generated algebras. The recent interest
in one-rule SRSs is motivated by a few striking dierences in the expressive power
with respect to SRSs with more rules. For instance, local conuence and conuence
are decidable for one-rule SRSs [3, 8]. This is not so for arbitrary SRSs.
There are three-rule SRSs where the word problem is undecidable [5]. It is unknown
whether two-rule or one-rule SRSs with undecidable word problems exist. For groups
with one dening relation the word problem is always decidable [4].
The question whether non-looping, non-terminating one-rule SRSs exist, is still open.
Two-rule SRSs which are non-looping and non-terminating exist [9]. The question
whether termination is decidable for one-rule SRS is still open.
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This note is concerned with one-rule SRSs which are normalizing but non-terminat-
ing, i.e. SRSs where every string can be reduced into a normal form, but the SRS also
admits some innite reductions. It is obvious that the two-rule SRS f0 ! 1; 0 ! 0g
has these properties. Continually ignoring the second rule gives a normal form. For
instance, the string 00 reduces to normal form 11 by 00 ! 01 ! 11. On the other
hand, the string 0 starts the innite reduction 0! 0! 0!    .
It is not quite obvious whether a similar eect is achievable by only one rule, u! v.
Klop [2] notes that a left-linear, non-erasing, non-overlapping term rewriting system
is normalizing if and only if it is terminating. As SRSs are always left-linear and
non-erasing, we know that u must overlap with itself.
We give examples, including complete proofs, that
(1) there are string rewriting rules that are rightmost terminating but not terminating
(Theorem 2),
(2) there are string rewriting rules that are normalizing but neither leftmost terminating
nor rightmost terminating (Theorem 8),
(3) the smallest normalizing, non-terminating string rewriting rule is 1010! 010110,
up to reversal of strings and renaming of letters.
2. The SRS is normalizing and non-terminating
As alphabets, we tacitly take sections f0; 1; : : : ; ng of the non-negative integers. The
expression si will denote the i-fold concatenation of a string s.
With an SRS u! v, we associate the one step relation !, the smallest relation such
that puq ! pvq for any strings p and q. Its transitive closure is denoted by !+, its
reexive, transitive closure by !.
A loop, i.e. a reduction of the form t !+ ptq, can easily be extended to an innite
reduction t !+ ptq!+ pptqq!+    .
Theorem 1. Every SRS Rm;n of the form
(10)m+1 ! 0(10)m1n0;
m>1; n>2 has a loop of length n and is normalizing.
A loop of length n is formed as follows:
(10)2m+1! 0(10)m1n0(10)m ! 0(10)m1n−10(10)m1n0
! 0(10)m1n−20(10)m(1n0)2 !    ! 0 (10)m10(10)m (1n0)n−1
Each SRS Rm;n is normalizing because it is rightmost terminating.
Lemma 2. Every rightmost reduction in Rm;n is nite.
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For instance, with m=1; n=2 the string 101010 admits a rightmost step to the
normal form 10010110. The following proof was suggested independently by Pierre
Lescanne, Yuji Kobayashi, and two anonymous referees.2
Proof. Suppose that s= s0(10)m+1s00 ! s00(10)m1n0s00= t is a rightmost reduction step.
Then the rightmost redex in t is inside the factor s00(10)m since it cannot be in
10s00 by premise. So the length of the factor in which the redex resides shrinks at
each rightmost reduction step, so the rightmost reduction sequence has length at most
jsj − 2m− 1.
3. No such SRS has a smaller right-hand side
We now show that every one-rule SRS u ! v that is both normalizing and non-
terminating, must satisfy jvj>6.
A string s is called a prex of t if t= sq; a sux of t if t=ps; and a factor if
t=psq for some strings p; q. A one-rule SRS u! v where u is a factor of v trivially
cannot be normalizing. As mentioned above, a non-terminating, non-overlapping rule
cannot be normalizing either. Let us therefore consider as candidates the remaining
non-terminating rules.
Denition 3 (Kurth [3]). A rule u ! v is called a representative if it is least among
all rules that can be obtained from u ! v by string reversal and renaming of letters.
Here a rule u ! v is smaller than u0 ! v0 if v0u0>lexvu where >lex denotes the
lexicographic order on strings induced by the order 0<1<: : : on the alphabet.
Denition 4. An overlapping, non-terminating representative rule u! v, jvj= n, where
u is not a factor of v is called a candidate rule of size n.
Lemma 5. The only candidate rules of size at most 5 are the rules
101! 0110 (N1)
101! 01110 (N2)
1001! 01010 (N3)
The only candidate rules of size 6 are the rules
01001! 001010 (N7)
1010! 001011 (N8)
1001! 001100 (N9)
2 My original proof was far less beautiful. I would like to thank each contributor for the suggestion.
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0010! 010001 (N10)
10001! 010010 (N11)
1010! 010110 (R)
101! 011110 (N12)
1011! 011110 (N13)
11011! 011110 (N14)
12012! 012120 (N15)
Proof. Consider the set of all rules u ! v, jvj66. If juj>jvj then one has non-
termination exactly in the case where u= v, see e.g. Metivier [6]. Kurth gives a review
of all u ! v where juj<jvj66 in his thesis [3]. In Table 7, p. 120, he lists all
rules that escape a number of (non-)termination criteria. There are no non-terminating,
overlapping rules in his list. This leaves to scan the list of non-terminating systems
that are covered by the sieve, i.e. systems that allow a loop of two steps.3 Up to
bijective renaming and reversal of strings these are the rules listed in Lemma 5.
We conclude that no candidate other than, potentially, N1, N2, and N3 can be both
normalizing and non-terminating while satisfying jvj65. This leaves to prove that N1,
N2, and N3 are non-normalizing.
Lemma 6. For all m>0; n>0; the system 10m+n1! 0m10n10m is non-normalizing.
Proof. The string 10m+n10n1 has no normal form, as every reduction starting from
10m+n10n1 approximates the innite reduction
10m+n10n1! 0m10n10m+n1! 0m10m+n10n10m !    :
Observe that every string during the reduction contains exactly one redex. So there is
no alternative, potentially normalizing, reduction. This proves that 10m+n1! 0m10n10m
is non-normalizing.
By Lemma 6, the SRSs N1 and N3 are not normalizing. It is more dicult to
show that SRSs like N2 are non-normalizing because here the reduction trees are not
degenerated.
Lemma 7. For all m; n>1 and strings r such that 012n is a prex of r and 12m0 is a
sux of r and jrj>2+m+ n+minfm; ng; the system 1m01n ! r is non-normalizing.
Proof. Let m; n>1 and let r have both 012n as a prex and 12m0 as a sux. By
jrj>2 + m + n + minfm; ng there is a string z such that r=01nz1m0 and moreover
3 The author used his re-implementation of Kurth’s sieve to get this list.
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jzj>m or jzj>n. By premise, 1nz has sux 1m, so let x000 be dened by 1nz= z0001m. If
jzj>n then let z0 be dened by z=1nz0; if jzj>m then let z00 be dened by z= z001m.
We claim that no string that contains a factor 01nz01nz1m0 or 01nz1m0z1m0, has a
normal form. We treat only the former case; the latter follows by symmetry through
string reversal and exchange of m and n. Let s; t be arbitrary strings. We prove that,
every reduction starting from s01nz01nz1m0t nally encounters a string that again con-
tains a factor 01nz01nz1m0 or a factor 01nz1m0z1m0. In the following reduction tree,
redexes are underlined and the encountered factor is enclosed in a frame box.
s01m01nz01nz1m0t ! s001nz1m0z01nz1m0t if s = s01m (1)
s001m01nz1m0z01nz1m0t ! s00 01nz1m0z1m0 z01nz1m0t if s0 = s001m (1a)
s001nz1m01nz001nz1m0t ! s0 01nz01nz1m0 z001nz1m0t if z0 is dened (1b)
s001nz1m0z001m01nz1m0t ! s001nz1m0z00 01nz1m0z1m0 t if z00 is dened (1c)
s001nz1m0z01nz1m01nt0 ! s001nz1m0z 01nz01nz1m0 t0 if t = 1nt0 (1d)
s0z0001m01nz1m0t ! s0z000 01nz1m0z1m0 t by 1nz = z0001m (2)
s01nz01nz1m01nt0 ! s01nz 01nz01nz1m0 t0 if t = 1nt0 (3)
In this review rewrite steps of s and t are ignored. Such steps can easily be added
anywhere in the given piece of the reduction tree. It is vital that no reduction path
gets stuck before having reached a string that contains a wanted factor. For instance,
it may happen that Cases 1 and 3 are void because neither s= s01m nor t=1nt0 need
to hold. Still then our start string is reducible: by Case 2, which by premise is always
enabled. Likewise, by premise one of z0; z00 is dened, and so the right-hand side of
Case 1 is still reducible even if s0= s001m should not hold.
Every reduction starting from s01nz01nz1m0t can be prolonged innitely, showing
that s01nz01nz1m0t has no normal form.
For instance, N2 is non-normalizing by Lemma 7; the string 01101110 has no N2-
normal form. The string 1011, which is even shorter, has no N2-normal form either,
as we can show now by the reduction 1011 ! 011101 ! 01101110, for which there
is no alternative. It is easy to see that 1011 is, in fact, the smallest string that has no
N2-normal form.
The premise jrj>2+m+n+minfm; ng in Lemma 7 is essential as the counterexample
12013 ! 0160 shows.
Theorem 8. The SRS 12013 ! 0160 is normalizing but neither rightmost terminating
nor leftmost terminating.
The counterexample shows at the same time that normalizing rules need not be
rightmost terminating or leftmost terminating.
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Proof. The innite rightmost reduction starting from 0140160, and the innite leftmost
reduction starting from 0140160 prove that the SRS is neither rightmost terminating
nor leftmost terminating.
To show that the SRS is normalizing, we assign to a string w over the alphabet
f0; 1g its weight, (w), which is a multiset of multisets of integers >2. We show
that every reducible string w can be reduced in a few steps to a string w0 such that
(w) (>mult)mult(w0).
Next we give the denition of . Every string w2f0; 1g can be represented
uniquely as w=1k001k1 : : : 01k for some >0. Let a basin be a maximal factor (ki;
ki+1; : : : ; kj) of the sequence of indices (k0; k1; : : : ; k) which contains only numbers >2
and such that, kj>3. Now, (w) is dened as the multiset of multisets [ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj];
i<j such that (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj) is a basin. For instance, the basins of 14012001501301
are (4) and (5; 3), and so (14012001501301)= [[5; 3]].
Now, let w=1k001k1 : : : 01k , be an arbitrary string that admits a reduction. It is
easy to show that then the sequence of indices (k0; k1; : : : ; k) contains a basin. Let
(ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj) be an arbitrary basin such that 06i<j6. In particular, there is a
reduction step
w = s01kj−101kj0t ! s01kj−1−201601kj−30t:
Now, let m= [ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj], and let M =(w)− [m]. So (w)=M +[m]. We distin-
guish cases whether or not kj−1<4 and kj<6, respectively.
Case 1: kj−1<4 and kj<6. We choose the reduction
w = s01kj−101kj0t ! s01kj−1−201601kj−30t = w0:
Case 1.1: The index sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2) contains a basin. Then let m0 denote
the unique such basin. With this the weight of w0 is (w0)=M+[m0]. From m>multm0
it follows that (w) (>mult)mult(w0).
Case 1.2: The index sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2) contains no basin. Then (w0)=M
and so (w) (>mult)mult(w0).
Case 2: kj−1>4 and kj<6. Then we choose the reduction sequence
w = s01kj−101kj0t
! s01kj−1−201601kj−30t
! s01kj−1−401601301kj−30t
! s01kj−1−4014016001kj−30t
! s01kj−1−4012016013001kj−30t
! s01kj−1−40120140160001kj−30t
! s01kj−1−40016010160001kj−30t = w0:
Case 2.1: The index sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2; kj−1− 4) contains a basin. Then, let
m00 denote the unique such basin. We get (w0)=M + [m00] and m>multm00 and so
(w) (>mult)mult(w0).
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Case 2.2: The index sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2; kj−1 − 4) contains no basin. Then
(w0)=M and so (w) (>mult)mult(w0).
Case 3: kj>6. Then we choose the reduction sequence
w = s01kj−101kj0t
! s01kj−1−201601kj−30t
! s01kj−1−201401601kj−60t
! s01kj−1−201201601301kj−60t
! s01kj−1−2012014016001kj−60t
! s01kj−1−2001601016001kj−60t = w0:
Case 3.1: The sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2) contains a basin. Let m0 denote the unique
such basin. For the weight we get (w0)=M + [m0] and so (w)(>mult)mult(w0).
Case 3.2: The sequence (ki; ki+1; : : : ; kj−2) does not contain a basin. Then, (w0)=M
and so (w) (>mult)mult(w0).
4. No such SRS has a smaller left-hand side
Now, we are going to show that every one-rule SRS u! v that is both normalizing
and non-terminating, must satisfy juj>4. By the result of the previous section, we may
preassume jvj>6.
Kurth has given in his thesis several criteria for termination that we will use for the
proof.
A string x is called a left overlap of a string u with a string v if x is nonempty and
there are strings p and q such that u=px and v= xq. A right overlap of u with v is a
left overlap of v with u.
Theorem 9 (Kurth [3, Criterion D]). If u is not a factor of v; and there are no left
overlaps of u with v or no right overlaps of u with v; then the SRS u! v terminates.
Theorem 10 (Kurth [3, Criterion E]). If u is not a factor of v; and every overlap of
u with v is also an overlap of u with itself then the SRS u! v terminates.
Corollary 11 (Kurth [3, Criterion EA]). If u=0n and u is not a factor of v then the
SRS u! v terminates.
Theorem 12 (Kurth [3, Criterion FA]). Let juj< jvj where u is not a factor of v. Let
u= swy where s and y are non-empty; and y is a prex of v; and s is a sux of v;
and these are the only overlaps between u and v. If v is not a prex of ywywyw : : :
and not a sux of : : : wswsws; and v has not both the prex ywy and the sux
sws; and v is not of the form y(wy) jw(sw)ks for any j and k; then the SRS u ! v
terminates.
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Theorem 13 (Kurth [3, Criterion FB]). Let juj<jvj where u is not a factor of v. Let
u= swy where w is non-empty; and wy is a prex of v; and sw is a sux of v; and
these are the only overlaps between u and v. If v is not a prex of wyyy : : : and not
a sux of : : : sssw; and v does not have both the prex wyy and the sux ssw; then
the SRS u! v terminates.
First, we show that we may focus on a certain type of SRSs.
Lemma 14. Every candidate rule u ! v; juj63; satises u=101 and v both begins
with 011 and ends with 110.
Proof. Trivially, we may assume juj<jvj. By Corollary 11 the left-hand side must
contain two distinct letters at least. Since juj63 and u overlaps with itself, it must be
of the form 101, up to renaming.
Next, u must have both a left and right overlap with v, otherwise it is terminating
by Theorem 9. So v must start with either 1 or 01 and must end with either 1 or 10.
We distinguish cases.
In the case where v begins and ends with the letter 1 one has termination by
Theorem 10.
If v begins with 01 and ends with 1 then one applies Theorem 12 to prove termi-
nation: s=1, w is empty, y=01, ywyw : : : =010101 : : : , : : : wsws= : : : 111. If v were
a prex of ywyw : : : then either jvj=2 or 101 is a factor of v, in contradiction to our
premises. Moreover, v does not have the prex ywy.
If v=ywsws=0111 then Criterion FA does not apply, but u>v by a recursive path
order.
The case where v begins with 1 and ends with 10 is symmetric. This leaves the case
where v begins with 01 and ends with 10.
If v begins with 01 but not with 011 and ends with 10 but not with 110, then
Theorem 13 applies with s=1, w=0, y=1, wyyy : : : =0111 : : : , and : : : sssw= : : :
1110.
The candidate systems of Lemma 14 are non-normalizing by Lemma 7.
5. SRSs with right-hand sides of the same size
For completeness sake, let us also review the set of one-rule SRSs, where jvj=6.
To this end recall the list of candidates in Lemma 5.
The SRSs N12 and N13 are non-normalizing by Lemma 7. The SRSs N9 and N11
are non-normalizing by Lemma 6; a similar argument shows that 1010010 has no N8-
normal form and that 1101111 has no N14-normal form. The SRSs N7; N10, and N15
are non-normalizing, too, by an argument as in Lemma 6. The strings 0100101, 00100,
1201212, respectively, have no normal form.
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6. Related work
The fact that 1010! 010110 is rightmost terminating although not terminating, at-
tracted some interest. A few people tried to apply their methods at this system.
Arts and Giesl [1] proved rightmost termination by their \dependency pair" method
which comes in a form for proving termination and another form for proving rightmost
termination.
Yuji Kobayashi (personal communication) found out that all systems where every
left overlap of t and s is a self overlap of s are rightmost terminating.
Lemma 1 in Shikishima-Tsuji et al. [7] is also applicable: A SRS R is rightmost
terminating if it is so on all minimal left reducible strings. A string is called minimal
left reducible if it is reducible but no proper sux is reducible. The minimal left
reducible strings of 1010! 010110 are of the form 1010s00 where 10s00 is irreducible.
Volker Diekert (personal communication) remarked that the word problem for 1010
! 010110 is easy. In fact, Knuth=Bendix completion with length ordering yields the
conuent and terminating system f01011w 0! 101w0 kw2 (1+01)0g.
7. Conclusion
As our example 1010! 010110 shows, there exist one-rule string rewriting systems,
R= fu! vg, for which every string has a normal form (R is normalizing), but still there
exist innite reductions (R is non-terminating). Trivial in the two-rule case, it has been
an open question whether one-rule string rewriting systems having such properties exist.
Not only did we give the example, but we also proved that no one-rule, normalizing,
non-terminating string rewriting system exists that has a shorter left or right-hand side,
no matter over which nite alphabet. Various termination criteria, originally designed
to sift interesting candidates from a given nite set of string rewriting systems, have
turned out to signicantly aid the minimality proof.
The minimality proof is interesting in its own right for its display of some techniques
for disproving normalization. Normalization is an important property if termination is
not available, as experienced in typed lambda calculus.
Our work shows that one-rule string rewriting is deeper than anticipated. For instance,
now the question is open whether the following problems are decidable:
Given: A one-rule SRS R.
Question: Is R normalizing?
Given: A one-rule SRS R.
Question: Is R rightmost terminating?
Of course, these questions are most interesting in the overlapping case.
The study of hard problems, such as termination or normalization, at one-rule string
rewriting systems will be certain to contribute much of the knowledge wanted in the
case of rewriting with more than one rule.
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